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ABSTRACT

It is shown using Monte Carlo simulation that electron-plasmon scattering affects

substantially the hot-electron energy distribution function and transport properties in

bulk GaAs. However, this effect is found to be much less than that predicted in earlier

paper of other authors.
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I.INTRODUCTION

It was round In Refs.1,2 using the Monte-Carlo simulations that

electron-plasmon (e-pl) scattering affects substantially the electron

transport properties In bulk GaAs under strong applied electric field, which

Is close In value to the Intervalley transfer threshold field. In Refs.1,2, It

was shown that the e-pl scattering Is responsible for an Increase of magnitude

of both threshold electric field and maximum drift velocity roughly by a

factor of two.

The rate of e-pl scattering was calculated by the authors of Refs.1,2

within the framework of the electron-field model In the Born approximation for

a matrix element of e-pl Interaction. The processes of plasmon absorption were

described as negative energy plasmon emission. However, the interaction matrix

elements for both emission and absorption were written ta the form which

corresponds to the plasmon absorption. This led the authors of Refs.1,2 to

the wrong results when calculating the electron scattering rates and transport

characteristics in GaAs.

In this paper we present more accurate results of a Monte Carlo simulation

of hot-electron distribution function and transport characteristics in GaAs

with e-pl scattering processes Included.



II. ELECTRON-PLASMON SCATTERING MODEL DESCRIPTION

As follows from Ref.3, the proper e-pl scattering rates for an electron

with a momentum k can be written In the form:

e^K- r dq <qr?2Kqr r -. f<^ +1 n

32STOT J u (q) / L | k ? Q l fe p J \ ffq J

where w (q) Is the dispersion relation for plasmons; e and m* are the charge

and effective mass of an electron, respectively; e is the background

dielectric constant; C is the energy of electron with a momentum fe=|£|. and
R

N is the Bose-Elnsteln distribution function for plasmons with wave vectors q

at the lattice temperature T. The upper signs and expressions In braces in

Bqs.(1) correspond to the plasmon emission W (&) whereas the lower ones do to

the plasmon absorption W <ft). The integration bounds are defined from the

following conditions:

£ (2)
u (q)>hk±q/m*+hq

s-/2m*, (3)

where ft is the electron momentum at the Fermi surface; the upper and lower

signs refer to the plasmon emission and absorption, respectively.

Condition (2) Is defined by the energy and momentum conservation

requirements and sets the lower Integration bound qm"\ In order to get an

idea of variation of qmiri with the magnitude of electron momentum ft, one can

refer to the phase-space (fc~q) diagram shown In Flg.1. Plasmon emission and

absorption processes allowed for all pairs (fe.q) above curves E and A,

respectively. Processes at (fe.q) points lying In the curves A,E involve only

parallel (-6=0) vectors fc* and q.

Condition (3) sets the upper Integration bound q . When q>q , the plasmon
C C

energy is intensively absorbed via the electron-hole pairs generation. There-



fore, plasmons with q>q are assumed to have no effect on the processes of
O

Tree electron scattering. Note that q <q (see Fig.1) for any values of € and

to .
p

In the simplest case corresponding to the long-wavelength approximation,

q-*0, the frequency of bulk plasmons Is Independent of wave vector, w =w =

= (N e 2/em") 1 / 2, where N Is the free electron density, and Integrals arising
e e

from Eq.<1)

where
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can be taken explicitly:
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It should be noted that expressions (5) for the plasmon emission and

absorption rates agree with the appropriate formulae of Ref.4. These formulae

were used ln Ref.4 to calculate the e-pl scattering rates 1 B SI. As It seen

from Eqs.(5), the q -dependence of IT (ft) Is a weak logarithmic one. This

fact allows the evaluating condition (3) to be used for determining the

Integral cutoff parameter q . Alternatively, integration by the formulae of

Ref.2 In the long-wavelength approximation leads to substantially different

results due to the power terms ln q appeared ln the expressions for W (fe).
e, a

The presence of these terms causes a sharper q -dependence of IT (fe) at high

q , and thus prevents the proper cutoff of the integral ln Eq.(1 ). In Fig.2



the plasroon emission and absorption rates are shown as functions of the

electron energy. The solid lines Indicate the rates calculated by Eqs. (5) for

N =0.528»1018 cm"3, Fenny energy € =0.0162 eV and P=300 K. Dashed lines refer

to the rates obtained using Eqs. (3) of Ref.2 for the same characteristic

parameters. The results found attest that the authors of Refs.1,2

overestimated the magnitudes of the e-pl scattering rates In GaAs.

III. TRANSPORT MODEL. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The effects of the e-pl scattering on the steady-state electron

distribution function and concomitant electron transport characteristics were

investigated In this work by the single-particle Monte Carlo method within the

two-valley (r-X) model for GaAs (see Ref.5) when neglecting Paull exclusion

principle, i.e. the final state of an electron is assumed to be unoccupied

during the simulation time. Other standard electron scattering mechanisms were

Incorporated Into all Monte Carlo simulations: polar optical, Inequivalent and

equivalent lntervalley, acoustic deformation potential and ionized impurity

scattering with the characteristic parameters given in Appendix. In our

calculations kmax (see Flg.1) was chosen such that no electrons with tz > &max

appeared during simulation time. Typically, fem"*1.4*107cm~1 and steady state

was established after the number of scattering events for a simulated electron

of the order of 104-M05.

In the present research, the e-pl scattering was Included only in the low

effective mass r valley. Strictly speaking, we should have taken Into account

the electric field dependence of the electron concentration N In the r

valley, which arises due to the lntervalley electron transfer, when
^ 1/5

calculating the plasmon frequency GO =wo=(tfre /em*) in the r valley.

However, we kept N=H , constant in our calculations, Just as it was done by



the authors of Ref.2. Although this assumption Is valid only for the steady

electron field strengths roughly up to 5 kV/cm as It follows from the results

presented below, It enables us to compare our and Ref.2 results In the most

straightforward way. We used the same electron system characteristic

parameters In our calculations as In Ref.2: e =0.0162eV, N =0.528*101scnT3 and

the lattice temperature 1=300 K.

Fig.3 shows the electron energy distribution functions /(£) for two

magnitudes of the steady electric field with the e-pl scattering Included

(solid lines) and when neglecting the e-pl scattering (dashed lines). As it is

seen from Pig.3, the inclusion of the e-pl scattering leads to the effective

cooling of the hot-electron system.

Fig.4 depicts the mean electron drift velocity 7 as a function of the

steady electric field F. As In Refs.1,2, the e-pl scattering causes the

threshold electric field to rise since the process of Increasing the energy of

electrons to transfer to the upper valleys Is hindered (Flg.5). At the same

time, electron momentum scattering happens predominantly at small scattering

angles thereby resulting In a higher electron drift velocity. To make this

point clearer, one can again refer to the phase-space diagram In Plg.1.

Although all the values qmln^q^q for a given ft are possible, they are not
C

equally probable. The densities of probabilities P (k,q) for scattering

events Involving the plasmons with wave vectors of the magnitude of q are

given by

P (k.q)= (6)
If (ft)e, a

in accordance with Eq.4. As it follows from Fig.1, there is one-to-one

correspondence between values of q and 3 or tf . The angles 6 between
e a e,a



vectors k and k', where k' Is an electron momentum vector after the scattering

event occured, are given by the formulae:

sin tf

tg(p )= ' . (7)
e'a k/q + cos -6

Therefore, there Is one-to-one correspondence between q and fJ as well and

one can bring Into use the densities of probabilities P (fe,p) for the scatt-

erlng of an electron with the momentum ft at the angle p. It Is seen from Fig.6

that P (fe,p) are forward peaked for all electron momenta k. Note that,

although there is the same upper bound of Integration q=q for all k, the
C

maximum possible |3mojt(&)=p(&,q ) are different for different k In accordance

with Eq.7. Prom Figs.4,5 follows that the e-pl scattering in the r valley

substantially affects the transport properties in GaAs: the threshold electric

field and maximum drift velocity Increase by 60% and 30%, respectively, and

ohmic mobility drops by 24%. However, the e-pl scattering effect on the

electron transport characteristics in GaAs turns out to be not nearly so

substantial as it was predicted in Ref.2.

In Fig.6, the relative r valley electron population Is shown as a function

of the electric field. As it was mentioned above, in the presence of the e-pl

scattering one can assume N <*N only for the electric field strength roughly

up to 5 kV/cm. For F^5 kV/cm it is necessary to Include N variations with F

into Monte Carlo simulations. This problem Is to be considered In our future

work, along with the effects of the nonequllibrlum plasmon distribution on the

hot-electron system.



IV CONCLUSION

Using the single-particle Monte Carlo method, it was shown that the e-pl

scattering in the r valley substantially affects the hot-electron energy

distribution function and transport properties in GaAs: the threshold electric

field and maximum drift velocity Increase by 60% and 30%, respectively, and

Ohmic mobility drops by 24%. This is caused by combined effects of effective

cooling of electron gas by e-pl scattering and predominantly forward peaked

momentum relaxation for all electron momenta. However, the e-pl scattering

effect on the electron transport characteristics in GaAs turns out to be not

nearly so substantial as it was predicted in earlier papers of other authors.
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APPENDIX

GaAs bulk material parameters

Low-frequency dielectric constant 13.18

High-frequency dielectric constant 10.82

Sound velocity (cm/s) 5.22-105

Density (g/cm3) 5.37

GaAs valley-dependent parameters

Effective mass (m*/m )

Nonparaboliclty (ev~1)

Energy band gap (eV)

(relative to valence band)

Valley separation (eV)

Optical phonon energy (eV)

Acoustic deformation

potential (eV)

Number of equivalent valleys

Intervalley deformation

potential (eV/cm)

from r

from X

Intervalley pnonon energy (eV)

from r

from X

r valley

0.067

0.5T6

1.52

0

0.0353

7

1

0

1-109

0

0.0299

X valley

0.35

0

0.36

0.0353

7

3

1-109

1*109

0.029

0.029
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Flg.1. Phase-space diagram for plasmon emission and absorption by r valley

electrons. Plasmon emission and absorption processes are allowed for all pairs

(ft.q) above curves E and A, respectively. -0 are the angles between the

electron momentum vector k and the wave vector q of emitted (i9 , curved dashed
^ e

lines) or absorbed (-6 , curved dashed-dotted lines) plasroon. a =
. , a O

= \2.w* OJ /ft, fe™VT* = m*u /ft -q / 2 . £ =0.0162 eV, N =0.528*1018cm~3.
P e p c f e

Pig.2. Electron-plasmon scattering rates with emission (W ) and absorption

(ff ) of plasmons as functions of the electron energy. Solid and dashed lines

Indicate the results of calculation by using Eq.(5) of this paper and Eq. (3)

of Ref.2, respectively. £ =0.0162 eV, N =0.528-1018cirf3, T=3O0 K.

.3. Electron energy distribution function /(£) for different electric

field strengths F: 8 kV/cm (1), 15 kWcm (2) with the e-pl scattering Included

(solid lines} and without the e-pl scattering (dashed lines). C±=0.0162 eV,

N =0.528* 101Scnf3, !T-300 K.
e

Fig.4. Mean electron drift velocity In GaAs as a function of electr ic

field with regard to the e-pl scattering by Eq. (5) of this paper (solid line)

and by Eq. (3) of Ref.2 (dashed l ine) , and without e-pl scattering

(dashed-dotted l ine) . € =0.0162 eV, N =0.528"1G18cnf3, F=3Q0 K.
I e

Pig.5. Mean electron energy in the r valley as a function of electric field

with regard to the e-pl scattering by Eq (5) of this paper (solid line) and by

Eq (3) of Ref.2 (dashed line) and without e-pl scattering (dashed-dotted

l ine) . £ =0.0162 eV, N =0.528*1018cnf3, 2=300 K.
f e
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Fig.6. Densities of probabilities P (fe.p) for the scattering of electron

at the angle p with emission (a) and absorption (t>) of plasmon for different

electron energies £ . € ^0.0162 eV, N =0.528*i018cnf 3.

Fig.7. Relative r valley electron population as a function of electric

field with (solid line) and without (dashed-dotted line) e-pl scattering.

€ =0.0162 eV, N =0.528* 1018cnf3, 2"=3OO K.
f e
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